The history of the 6” GOTO telescope
The Astronomy Club of Gothenburg (Göteborgs Astronomiska Klubb - GAK) acquired the
GOTO telescope in 1974. Various information is available regarding the history of the
refractor before it arrived at the club. It is however established that the refractor came in the
hands of a man in Stockholm around 1960. The most intricate description of that part of its
history tells as the man was a ship-owner who in connection with a ship delivery, to or from,
Japan received the telescope as a gift or partial payment. For various reasons the telescope
never came to be used but instead was kept in its original packaging, oiled in, on an island in
the archipelago of Stockholm. After the owner had passed away, the club received a tip that
the telescope was up for sale. Due to its size the telescope was not easily sold, hence his
family had contacted a company within the branch to aid them sell it. The telescope was
purchased and shipped to Gothenburg from Stockholm and the family were pleased that the
telescope came in the hand of an astronomical club due to the fact that more people could
enjoy it. The club now needed to plan for an observatory as GAK did not have a suitable
observatory building to house the instrument in. Meanwhile, the instrument was stored in a
room at Chalmers University of Technology in Gothenburg. During that period the telescope
was mounted and shown for the public twice. The first time was in 1975 in conjunction with a
club meeting at Chalmers and the second time was at a fair in Gothenburg 1976. The plans
for an observatory were not realized until the late 70s, and when the observatory was
completed, the telescope could finally be mounted again and pointed at the stars in the sky.
The instrument was of significance to the opening of the club and demonstrated excellent
performance.
The Lahall observatory was thus constructed as a consequence of the purchased GOTO
telescope. Here follows a bit of information and pictures regarding this. The observatory is
situated approximately 10km south-east of the center of Gothenburg (as the crow flies). The
dome has a diameter of around 5 meters and was officially inaugurated on May 26th 1984.
There is no road up to the observatory, hence all the building material that was needed has
been carried up to “Mount Lahall” on a 250m long path through the forest.
It has been an utmost pleasure to utilize this marvelous and charming telescope although
with time new needs emerge and today the club is in need of more modern instruments. It is
with mixed feelings that we take farewell to this piece of classical history, a mechanical and
optical masterpiece.
Clear skies!
Göran Kajler
Observatory director
Translation by Robert Khashan
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